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JUNE 2017Headline news
DEAR PARTNERS
We are delighted to introduce you to our latest creations:

Our “Colours of Barrisol” brochure can be downloaded from our website:
http://barrisol.com/brochures/13/pdf/B712_10-Barricouleur_2017-WEB.pdf

OUR 2017 CALENDAR 
(still in stock)

COLOURS OF BARRISOL 2017

ELT3D®Écran STMusée HansiMirror 42th Street Effets MARBRE
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8 NEW BARRISOL DESIGNS®

Barrisol® have recently developed a new range of designs to add to our current selection of 
mounting systems. With new and improved models and unique designs for new uses, they are sure to 
provide the vital support you need, for even the most complex projects.

• Ref : BMS 365/50 wall and ceiling LED separator
60

31

58,5

• Réf ARCS - 13

• Réf ARCS - 12

70

50

5129

• Ref : BMS 365/40 LED separator for circles and 3D shapes
60

58,5

17,8

32

42 23

What’s new
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What’s new

Ref. : BS 350/24
Séparateur lumière
Light separator
Licht Trennprofil

poids - weight - Gewicht :
1.871 kg/ml

77,13

30

Ministar®

Ref. : BMS 335/50
LED
Tube aluminium 
pour cadre modulaire LED
Aluminium tube for modular frame 
LED
Aluminiumrohr für Modulrahmen LED

poids - weight - Gewicht :
0.603 kg/ml

Ø 24

BarriClim® 

Ref. : BMS CLIM 1

poids - weight - Gewicht :
0.799 kg/ml

51,8

26 

44

Trempo®

Ref. : BT 330
BT 330.01
BT 330.02

Profil aluminium Trempo®
Aluminium Trempo® profile
Aluminium Trempo®  Profil

BT 330.01
poids - weight - Gewicht :
0.654 kg/ml

BT 330.02
poids - weight - Gewicht :
1.184 kg/ml 18,7

122,12

48 34

B330.01

BT 330

B330.02
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Upcoming events

CCI EXPORT AWARDS GALA
Regional Export 2016 Award:
Barrisol® was a winner in the
“Major Export” category.

Video available on: https://youtu.be/HpSH24Nh9To?list=PLyME3IhQJ4OSaOLn9Hntj-87_M2xsib3K

ARCHI DESIGN AWARDS 2016
Awards were given to 2 projects designed 
using Barrisol® products:

The Hotel  
André Latin  
in the category for  
interiors  
and hotel design,  
Michael Malapert 

Hotel André Latin :  
http://archidesignclub.com/magazine/rubriques/archidesignclub-awards/48334-les-laur%C3%A9ats-2017-int%C3%A9rieur.html

The Crédit Mutuel company headquarters
http://archidesignclub.com/magazine/rubriques/archidesignclub-awards/48336-les-laur%C3%A9ats-2017-activit%C3%A9.html

BARRISOL® - PROUD SPONSOR OF ASPTT-
MULHOUSE, FRENCH CHAMPIONS 2017
As a company who are extremely proud of their region, the sports teams that 
represent it and the talent developed there, Barrisol® have always made it 
their goal to shine a spotlight on the sporting events and teams closest to 
them.
Just think of the Tour Alsace that we support each year, or even the “Future” 
tournament hosted by the Illberg tennis club in association with Barrisol® 

for more than 22 years, to name just a couple of examples. Yet Barrisol’s 
support isn’t limited to the region. At an international level, Barrisol®  are 
proud sponsors of France’s men’s wheelchair basketball team, keen to aid 
development and to change how people view the sport.
In a similar spirit, Barrisol® are delighted to announce their new partnership 
with the women’s volleyball team ASPTT-Mulhouse – French Champions 
in 2017, no less! You can see the team in action at home at the Palais des 
Sports, and their calendar developed in partnership with Barrisol® is now 
available.

The Crédit Mutuel 
company headquarters  
in the category for  
Business-Industry/offices,  
AIA Architectes
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Exceptional projects

I
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V
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A tribute to the mime artist Marcel Marceau

Barrisol® Cocoon by Ross Lovegrove

Franck Sorbier & Barrisol®

The Artolis® project in Spain

ELT 3D® lighting in Germany

42nd street – stage musical – Barrisol® Mirror

PROJECT SHEETS ATTACHED

Exhibition made using Artolis®  
panels from Barrisol®, a partner of 
this event.

The Barrisol® Cocoon is a steel-made 
design covered in gold stretched fabric 
Mirror® Gold on the outside.

Spring-Summer 2017 Fashion Show, with 
large-format printed backdrops made by 
Barrisol®.

Artolis® printed Lighting® (with patterns). 
22m long backlit Artolis® Light® Print® 
panel.

For an IT company, Barrisol® circular ELT 3D® 
lights, 1.4m and 1.9m in diameter, made using MI5 
fabric. 

The star of Broadway’s biggest show in 
London is its Barrisol® Mirror frame.
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Wishing you continued success with all our new Barrisol® products.

Yours sincerely,
Jean-Marc Scherrer
President
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Exceptional projects

A TRIBUTE TO THE MIME ARTIST MARCEL MARCEAU
By : Barrisol® Normalu® SAS

Avec un hommage
au Mime Marcel Marceau
Salle de l’Aubette
31 Place Kléber, 67000 Strasbourg
EXPOSITION  du 1er au 26 mars 2017
du lundi au dimanche 11h00-19h00
Entrée gratuite
www.unmuseepourlemime.com

LE POUVOIR
DUGESTEG

VI I

Supported by the city of Strasbourg and the Strasbourg 
Foundation, the “Un muséee pour le Mime” (A museum 
for the mime) group presented “Le Pouvoir du Geste” (The 
Power of Motion).

Exhibition made using ARTOLIS panels from Barrisol®, a 
partner of this event.

More information: https://www.francebleu.fr/infos/culture-loisirs/le-mime-marceau-l-honneur-strasbourg-sa-ville-natale-1488442517
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BARRISOL® COCOON  
BY ROSS LOVEGROVE

Exceptional projects

“Changing Creations”
The Pompidou Centre exhibition devoted to the work 
of industrial designer Ross Lovegrove demonstrates a 
sense of harmony between creativity, technology and na-
ture. A sustainable vision for the world. 

The Barrisol® Cocoon is a design used for projections, 
made using steel and employing the double skin technique 
with stretched gold fabric Mirror® Gold on the outside, and 
black on the inside, allowing light to be absorbed. At the 
centre of this piece, plunged into the black, there is a small 
area where digital animations designed by the architect 
Alisa Andrasek, are projected. Fluorescent light filaments 
continuously sweep across the Cocoon, giving a hypno-
tic, aerodynamic effect, while a soundtrack plays in the 
background.

Printed Barrisol® fabric panels were placed next to the 
Ross Lovegrove pieces for decoration and to comple-
ment the British designer’s outstanding work.
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Exceptional projects

FRANCK SORBIER & BARRISOL®

For the spring-summer 2017 Fashion Week, the creativity of fashion designer Franck Sorbier & the expertise 
of Barrisol® came together to sweep the guests at the Pavillon des Champs-Elysées away with a sense of 
“Sweet Madness”.
Cocoons made from carefully torn paper burst forward from stunning sepia-coloured dresses, inspired by 
the drawings of Georges Zipélius (a 19th century illustrator). This is set against a backdrop of large-format 
Barrisol® prints, made using the Adolphe Braun photo discovered in the archives of the Museum of Printed 
Textiles in Mulhouse.

Visit our website for more information: www.barrisol.com
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ELT 3D® LIGHTING IN GERMANY

By : EL SMART MATERIALS.

An exclusive collaboration began in July 2016 
between EL Smart Materials & 
Barrisol® - Normalu® S.A.S.
 
Following a period of adjustment and ani-
mated discussions, the first projects were 
launched, to great success.

A wonderful example of this can be found 
in the newly-designed entrance hall of an IT 
company, with Barrisol® ELT 3D® circular 
lights, 1.4m and 1.9m in diameter, made 
using MI5 fabric.  

These three lights guarantee a remarkable 
atmosphere, day or night.

Exceptional projects
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THE ARTOLIS® PROJECT IN SPAIN

Exceptional projects

Artolis® printed Lighting® (with pattern 
connection)

Promoter: PROFU, S.A. - Urban Center – Murcia.
Architect: Javier Zueco Sánchez – Lorenzo 
Tomás Gabarrón

22m long Artolis® Light® Print® backlit fabric. 

The owner of the property wanted to light the 
room in such a way as to give a unique sense 
of depth.

Thus the concept of designing a printed 
fabric mural was born with the idea being to 
compensate for the constant sense of darkness.

His aim was to create a perspective using a 
panoramic photograph of the city of Murcia in 
Spain, focusing on its towers.

The backlit Artolis® system was the ideal 
solution, allowing the artist to create an open 
and welcoming atmosphere, like a window onto 
the world.
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42ND STREET - STAGE MUSICAL - BARRISOL® MIRROR

More informations: http://www.42ndstreetmusical.co.uk

The star of ‘42nd Street’, 
Broadway’s biggest musical in 
London, is its   
Barrisol® Mirror frame.

By : Barrisol® Welch

Exceptional projects


